1. Introduction. Distributions on infinite-dimensional real linear spaces were studied in [5] by I. E. Segal, in connection with quantum statistics. The quasi-invariant (Definition 4) distributions in real Hubert space can be used to get representations of the commutation relations for dynamical systems with infinitely many variables, as described in [6] . Irreducible representations are obtained if and only if the distribution is ergodic, in the sense of Definition 5, and equivalent representations are obtained if and only if the representations are equivalent in the sense of absolute continuity, Definition 2. Certain known ergodic quasi-invariant distributions are the Gaussian ones. In the present paper are constructed classes of distributions which are not equivalent, in the above sense, to Gaussian ones. This can be done quite easily if one does not require that the distribution be ergodic (see Example 1 in §3), and with more difficulty if ergodicity is demanded (Example 2).
The author is indebted to L. LeCam for referring him to the theorem used to get Lemma 6. 2. Definitions and general remarks. Let 5 be a set, S a Borel field of subsets. For some probability measure <r on S, let A denote the algebra of Smeasurable real-valued functions on S, modulo o-null functions. After [4] , we call such equivalence classes measuroids. Observe that there is an identification between the nonnegative countably additive functions on the idempotents of A which send the identity to 1 and vanish on no nonzero idempotent, and the probability measures on S which are equivalent to <r. Such measures we then call suitable to A. An algebra such as A we call a measuroid algebra. Observe that A. comes equipped with a topology, induced by almost everywhere convergence of functions; and this topology is independent of the particular (S, S, a) from which A arose. Indeed, it can be described purely in terms of the ordering in A. For details, see [4] . Definition 1. A predistribution is a linear map m from a real linear space X to a measuroid algebra A which generates A, in the sense that the polynomials in {m(x) | xEX} are dense in A. A distribution m is a predistribution m together with a choice of a suitable measure for A.
Thus a predistribution induces, in general, many distributions. Definition 2. Two predistributions m: X->A and m':X->A' will be called equivalent, symbolically m~m', if there is an algebraic isomorphism <p from A onto A' such that 0(w(x)) =wi'(x) for all xEX. Two distributions will be called mutually absolutely continuous, symbolically m~m', if their predistributions are equivalent. It should be noted that <p is then unique, since any isomorphism of measuroid algebras is a homeomorphism, and since <p is determined on a dense subset. Note. Baire functions of measuroids can be defined by first taking Baire functions of measurable functions. This can be done by taking polynomials, and then almost everywhere limits. Thus, f(A\, • • ■ , Ak) has an invariant meaning with respect to A. Further, the integral has a meaning, obtainable by first integrating a representative measurable function; and this is again invariant (i.e. independent of how A arose as a measuroid algebra, but depending only on the value of a at idempotents of A). Facts and conventions of this nature will hereafter be used without further explanation.
The following two lemmas are common knowledge and are included for reference, together with a brief indication of proof. Lemma 1. Necessary and sufficient for m:X-->(A, a) ^m'\ X->(A', a') is that, for each Baire set A in Euclidean k-space, and each Xi,
Proof. Necessity is shown by choosing the function / in Definition 3 to be the characteristic function of A. For sufficiency, <p must be constructed. This is done by first defining it on the characteristic function of {s\ (mi(xi)(s), • ■ • , mixk)is))EA} ; this is sent to the characteristic function of {s'\ (w'(xi)(s'),
This correspondence sends a to a', and extends uniquely to an algebraic isomorphism from A onto A'. Lemma 2. m~rä' if and only if, for every A'-suitable measure a' there is an A-suitable measure a such that im, a) « im', a').
Proof. Necessity is shown by defining o-(£) = f<pixT)da', when %r is the characteristic function of T. Since <b induces a lattice-isomorphism between the idempotents of A and those of A', a' is again a measure.
Sufficiency follows from Lemma 1.
Hereafter, let the domain X of our distributions and predistributions be a real Hubert space. In the ensuing definitions, when an adjective is used to describe a property of a predistribution, the same adjective will be used for any distribution arising from that predistribution. Definition 4. m will be called quasi-invariant if, for each yEX, the new predistribution mv obtained by setting my(x) = m(x) + (x, y) is equivalent to m. Remark 1. If m is a quasi-invariant distribution, and X0 is a ¿-dimensional linear subspace of X, then m\X0 induces a measure on the Baire sets of Euclidean «-space, as follows: choose a basis xi, • ■ ■ , xk for Xo and a coordinate system in «-space, and assign to the Baire set A in «-space the measure «r({j|(f»(*i)(i),
• • ■ ,m(xn)(s))EA}).
Quasi-invariance of m implies quasi-invariance of this «-dimensional measure under translation. Thus, by a well-known theorem (see [3] ), the measure is equivalent to «-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Definition 5. m will be called ergodic if it is quasi-invariant, and if every AEA for which <bv(A) =A for all y (<pv being the isomorphism in the weak equivalence between m and my) is a constant. Definition 6. A distribution m is called Gaussian if, for each xEX, m(x) has a Gaussian "distribution function" in the sense of probability theory (any nonnegative variance, any mean; variance 0 means m(x) is constant, and will also be permitted). Proof. By mutual singularity, there are sets Pi, P2 in S such that o-i (T,) = 5,y, TiC\T2= 0, PiWP2 = 5. Let P, be the r-equivalence class of the characteristic function of Py. Then Pi and P2 are disjoint idempotents whose sum is the identity, and 7ry is one to one from BPy onto Ay. Since 7Ty is a homomorphism, this shows that x is an isomorphism. Since r-almost everywhere convergence holds for S-measurable functions if and only if o-y-convergence holds for both ai and a2, (2) now follows.
We retain this notation in the following two corollaries. We also use Xy to denote the corresponding measuroid, so that {c_1/2Xy|/G-7} is an orthonormal set in £2(o-). Now let X be a real Hubert space with an orthonormal basis {xy| jE J\, and set w(x) = 2^/jeJ (x, xy)Xy. The sum converges in £2(<r), and mí is thus a distribution, with fmix)miy)da = c(x, y). Example 1. Takes as a°c the measure on A for whicĥ
Then ae is the normal distribution with variance c. If c^d, then, by [l], ac and ad are mutually singular. Let t= iac+aa)/2, as in Lemma 3. Then the distributions mc, m¿ obtained from ae and a¿t as above give a distribution mix) =7t_1(mîc(x) ©Mid(x)) as in Lemma 3. mi is quasi-invariant, but clearly not ergodic, since the automorphism sending mi(x) to rw(x) +(x, y) leaves the projections £i and £2 invariant (cf. the proof of Lemma 3). One can see directly that for no Gaussian n is m-^mi, since, by [l] , t would then have to be either singular to ac or equivalent to it. In [l, Lemma 6], it is shown that then fm^x^'^dai->0. So there is some yEX such that fmi(x)dffi= (x, y). Corollary. £ef hk be a finite sum ^i>.yg>gy+w, for certain measurable functions g¡ with jointly Gaussian distributions of mean 0 and certain numbers Va, w iactually depending on k, of course, but this is suppressed in the notation).
Let hk->0 in measure. Then fhkdp-^0.
Proof. Choose an orthonormal basis for the linear subspace of £2(p) spanned by the gy. Then the g¡ are finite linear combinations of these basis elements, and the effect on the expression for hk is that one can assume without loss of generality that the g¡ are orthonormal. And, of course, one can let va = Vji. Now choose an orthogonal matrix t/=(w,y) such that /7(f,y)£' is diagonal. Then, letting f¡= ^y w.ygy, we get A* in the form 2a>If+w-Now Lemma 6 can be applied, since fhkdp is exactly y^o,+w. Next, let |c,-y| i, jEJ] he a square-summable set of real numbers, and consider the sum 2~L cuimixi)2 -1) + 2~L c</*»(*<)«*(*/). forms an orthogonal set in £2(<r) : not normal, indeed, but with exactly two nonzero norms occurring, which is equally good for our purpose. Thus there is an increasing sequence /* of finite subsets of /, with U* £* = /, and such that the partial sums This says that the operator wz0 from X to £2(oi) has the property that m*mo -I is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator.
By [5] , this implies that m0~«, where « is a normal distribution on X with variance 1. Then ?w~m, and so there is a measure r on S which is equivalent to a, and for which the coordinate functions Ay are independent, mean 0, variance 1, with Gaussian distribution functions. But a simple consequence of Kakutani's criterion for equivalence of infinite product measures says that can happen only if Ay has the same distribution with respect to <r, i.e. if r = a.
All that remains is to construct a0 on A such that fda°=l, fr\da°(X)=0, f\2d<r°(\) = 1, and such that the a obtained from it is quasi-invariant.
A necessary condition (cf. Remark 1) is that d<r°(A) =g2(K)d\ for some positive Lebesgue square-integrable function g, with
(1) JV(X)dA=l, (2) j Xg2(\)d\ = 0, (3) f \2g2(\)d\ = 1.
(2) can be guaranteed by making g even, together with (3). Let G(u) = (2ir)~ll2fea»g(p.)du. Let us assume further that (4) JV|G(m) 2du < co.
We now find the condition for quasi-invariance to be (using Lemma 2 and
Kakutani's criterion) (*) II ( J «(x + ci)g(\)d\) > o if £ | a |2 < c*.
Plancherel's theorem says j g(\ + c)g(\)d\ = J e*>* | G2(») | dp, so (*) becomes II f e*« | G2(m) I du > 0 if Z I cy |2 < » .
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Note that each factor is positive. We rewrite the product as n(l-2jsm*(C)|GO)|*¿M). Now, 2 J sin2 (j\ | GOO |2^ = -i J m2 | Gin) Yd», so the infinite product converges to a nonzero limit if 2~L\ ci\2 < °°•
